
ONTARIO, CA, USA AND TORONTO, CA, CANADA - July 10, 2023:

Vega Imaging Informatics and Nagels Consulting have announced a groundbreaking
partnership that will revolutionize the landscape of imaging informatics education in the
healthcare industry. By combining Nagels Consulting’s healthcare education expertise with
Vega Imaging Informatics’ exceptional data and imaging informatics experience, they are
poised to deliver unique educational opportunities for healthcare providers, medical imaging
vendors, and AI developers. 

Vega Imaging Informatics is a leading US-based imaging informatics consulting firm and
provider of de-identified medical imaging data. The company’s imaging informatics expertise
and high-quality data services have consistently impressed the industry. Since 2018, Vega
Imaging Informatics has provided imaging informatics services for some of the world’s leading
imaging providers and AI vendors.

Nagels Consulting is a respected leader in the field of healthcare education. The company
offers comprehensive training programs and educational consulting services to healthcare
professionals worldwide. Nagels Consulting's deep understanding of the complex educational
needs within the healthcare sector makes it a perfect fit for this collaboration.

This strategic partnership will leverage Nagels Consulting’s educational expertise in the
healthcare field. It aims to enhance Vega Imaging Informatics’ service catalog. The focus will
be on providing valuable educational training. This will equip vendors and providers with the
skills necessary for success in today's data-driven medical imaging environment.
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“We are thrilled to join forces with Nagels Consulting,” said Luke Bideaux, President and CEO of
Vega Imaging Informatics. “This partnership signifies a significant step forward in our
commitment to empowering healthcare organizations with the knowledge they require to be
successful in the current imaging landscape. By combining our expertise in medical imaging
data management with Nagels Consulting’s healthcare educational  experience  we aim to
provide valuable training in an area where educational opportunities are limited.”

Jason Nagels, Principal of Nagels Consulting, echoed Bideaux’s sentiments, emphasizing the
potential impact of this collaboration. “Our educational expertise combined with Vega Imaging
Informatics’ experience in AI and data services opens up immense possibilities for healthcare
professionals to enhance their skills and seamlessly adapt to the future of medical imaging,”
said Nagels. “We are excited about this partnership.”

The partnership will offer a range of benefits to healthcare organizations. Through joint efforts,
Vega Imaging Informatics and Nagels Consulting will develop tailored training programs,
workshops, and educational resources in such areas as AI Interoperability, Medical Imaging
Standards, Post Processing Techniques, and Imaging Workflow Optimization. By addressing the
educational gaps that exist for many imaging professionals, learners will gain the necessary
tools and knowledge to be successful in their specific imaging domain.

The healthcare industry is witnessing an era of rapid digital transformation, and effective data
strategies have become crucial for organizations to survive. Vega Imaging Informatics and
Nagels Consulting’s partnership will allow healthcare organizations to take advantage of their
exciting new educational offerings and embark on a new era of enhanced data management,
improved patient care, and increased operational efficiency.
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About Vega Imaging Informatics:

Vega Imaging Informatics is a leading provider of de-identified medical imaging data and
innovative imaging informatics solutions. With a strong focus on data services and imaging
technologies, Vega Imaging Informatics enables healthcare organizations to achieve their
goals and usher in a new era of data-driven medical imaging.

About Nagels Consulting:

Nagels Consulting is a respected leader in healthcare education, providing comprehensive
training programs and educational consulting services to healthcare professionals worldwide.
With a deep understanding of the educational needs in the healthcare sector, Nagels
Consulting empowers healthcare organizations to enhance their skills and embrace
transformative technologies.
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